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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce an efficient deterministic
agreement algorithm that solves the multi-valued Byzantine
agreement problem deterministically for networks of arbitrary
size n ≥ 4 and up to t < n/3 failures. This paper considers
the “broadcast” version of the agreement problem, wherein the
goal is for the nodes in the network to agree on the values that
a certain source node wants to broadcast to them. The per-bit
communication complexity of an agreement algorithm is defined
as the worst case communication complexity for achieving agreement for l bits divided by the message length l. Our algorithm
achieves per-bit complexity arbitrarily close to n(n−1)/(n−t) for
large value of l. For large l, by using a multi-valued approach,
it not only breaks the quadratic lower bound Ω(n2 ) for perbit complexity from the prior work, it is also the most efficient
among the known Byzantine agreement algorithms, including the
ones that achieve agreement just probabilistically. Moreover, we
believe that, besides being order-optimal, the proposed algorithm
is in fact also optimal in the sense of minimizing the per-bit cost.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed applications often require cooperation between
multiple nodes in a network. In many environments, the
distributed applications need to continue to operate correctly
despite failures (such as link or node failures) or active
attacks (such as a node compromise). Implementing such
distributed applications is a difficult task. To simplify the
task, distributed primitives for commonly used distributed
operations are often developed as building blocks using which
distributed applications can be built [1], [2]. Some examples of
such primitives include ordered message delivery, consensus
or agreement, clock synchronization, mutual exclusion, and
leader election. Indeed, such distributed primitives have proved
to be of great utility. For instance, the ISIS toolkit [3] has
been used in several critical applications, including the New
York Stock Exchange, and the French Air Traffic Control
System. Similarly, the Paxos and multi-Paxos approaches,
introduced by Lamport, and the Spread toolkit [4] have also
found interesting applications.
Byzantine agreement (BA) is among the most important
primitives in fault-tolerant distributed computing. Since initial
solutions were presented in the seminal work of Pease, Shostak
and Lamport [5], [6], many variations on the Byzantine
agreement problem have been introduced in the past, with

some of the variations also called consensus. We will use
the following definition of Byzantine agreement (Byzantine
generals problem [5]): Consider a network with one node
designated as the sender or source, and the other nodes
designated as the peers. The goal of Byzantine agreement is
for all the fault-free peers to “agree on” the value being sent
by the sender, despite the possibility that some of the nodes
may be faulty. In particular, the following conditions must be
satisfied:
•
•
•

Agreement: All fault-free peers must agree on an identical value.
Validity: If the sender is fault-free, then the agreed value
must be identical to the sender’s value.
Termination: Agreement between fault-free peers is
eventually achieved.

This version of the agreement problem is sometimes called the
“broadcast” problem in related literature. We say that a specific
algorithm solves the BA problem deterministically with up
to t failures when the above requirements are always satisfied
even in presence of up to t faulty nodes. An algorithm solves
the BA problem probabilistically if, even with a vanishingly
small probability, in some cases at least one of the first two
requirements is unsatisfied when it terminates.
The Byzantine agreement (BA) problem was originally
introduced for binary values (1 bit). However, in practice,
agreement is usually required for long messages rather than on
single bits. For example, in a fault-tolerant distributed storage
system, the replicas must agree on the files updated at the
master, which can be megabytes or even gigabytes of data.
Our goal in this work is to design algorithms that can
achieve optimal communication complexity of agreement.
When defining complexity, the “value” referred in the above
definition of agreement is viewed as a sequence of l information bits, with every combination of these l bits representing
one of the 2l possible values. The communication complexity
of an algorithm C(l) is defined as the maximum of the total
number of bits transmitted by all the nodes according to the
algorithm until agreement is reached correctly, considering all
2l possible values and all possible misbehaviors of the faulty
nodes. This measure of complexity was first introduced by Yao
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Lit.

Complexity

[11]
[9]
[10]
[8]
Ours

Θ(n2 l)
Ω(n2 l + n6 κ)
Ω(n2 l + n3 κ)
2nl + Θ(n3 (n + κ))
< 32 nl + l1/2 Θ(n4 )

Authentication
required?
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Probabilistic
agreement?
Deterministic
Probabilistic
Probabilistic
Probabilistic
Deterministic

TABLE I
C OMPLEXITY OF EXISTING BA A LGORITHMS . T HE COMPLEXITY OF
ALGORITHMS FROM [9], [10] ARE CITED FROM [8].

[7], and is then widely used by the distributed computing community [8], [9], [10]. The per-bit communication complexity
of an algorithm is then defined as
α(l) = C(l)/l.

(1)

II. R ESULTS
All our results are about achieving agreement deterministically, which means that under our algorithm, it is impossible
for the fault-free nodes to decide on different values. We make
the following contributions
• We propose an algorithm which solves the BA problem
deterministically for l bits in any network with n
nodes and at most t < n/3 faulty nodes, and uses
1/2
C(l) = n(n−1)
O(n4 ) bits of communication for
n−t l + l
large l. Hence, for large l, this algorithm achieves per-bit
complexity α(l) approaching n(n−1)
n−t , which is linear
in n. It was believed that it is impossible to achieve
agreement deterministically with per-bit communication
complexity of o(n2 ) [12], [11], [13], [8]. Our algorithm
not only breaks the quadratic bound for deterministic
algorithms, but for large l, also it is more efficient than
previous probabilistic BA algorithms (see Table I).
•

We develop a lower bound on the communication complexity of the BA problem as a function of the lower
bound on the communication complexity of the multiparty equality function under the point-to-point communication model. Based on this lower bound, we develop
a conjecture that n(n−1)
is a lower bound on the per-bit
n−t
communication complexity of the BA problem.
III. R ELATED W ORK

Prior work on agreement or consensus: In the seminal work
of Pease et al. [5], [6], it is proved that it is impossible to
achieve agreement if no fewer than one third of nodes are
faulty (t ≥ n/3), even just for 1 bit. An algorithm that solves
BA for 1 bit for all t < n/3 is also presented. However, this is
a very inefficient algorithm since its complexity is exponential
in the number of nodes n. Since then, a lot of work has
been done on the BA problem [10], [12], [9], [14], [15], [16],
[8]. In 1985, Dolev and Reischuk [12] proved that, without
authentication, Θ(n2 ) bits are necessary to be communicated,
in order to achieve agreement on 1 bit, which results to a lower
bound on the per-bit communication complexity of agreement
Ω(n2 ). Algorithms have been derived to achieve this quadratic
lower bound [11], [13] for 1-bit agreement.

A lot of efforts have been dedicated into tolerating more
than (n − 1)/3 failures and overcoming the quadratic lower
bound, by relaxing the requirements of agreement. For example, the agreement and validity requirements can be relaxed
to be satisfied with high probability, rather than satisfied in
all possible cases. The adversary model can also be relaxed.
If a public-key infrastructure (PKI) is available, making it
very unlikely that the faulty nodes can forge false messages
without being detected, it is possible to tolerate more failures.
In the model with an information-theoretic PKI, agreement
on l bits is possible for t < n/2 with Ω(n2 l + n6 κ) bits of
communication [9], where κ denotes the security parameter
(i.e., the error probability ϵ < 2−κ l). In the model with a
cryptographic PKI, agreement is possible for t < n with
Ω(n2 l + n3 κ) bits of communication [10] (here κ denotes
the length of a signature). However, the per-bit complexity of
all these algorithms is still the order of Ω(n2 ). Moreover, all
these algorithms only solve BA probabilistically.
The quadratic lower bound on the per-bit communication
complexity of agreement remained unbroken until 2006. In [8],
a multi-valued probabilistic BA algorithm is introduced, which
achieves agreement for l bits with communication complexity
O(2nl + n3 (n + κ)). The quadratic lower bound is overcome
by reducing a BA problem with a long message of l bits to
a BA problem with much shorter messages, using a universal
hash function and allowing a small probability of error, which
makes the solution in [8] probabilistic. In addition, the authors
proved that their algorithm is order-optimal in the sense that,
for large l, α = 2n = Θ(n) is linear in n. This is orderoptimal since at least (n − 1)l bits are necessary just for the
n − 1 peers to learn the value, which leads to the result that
the per-bit complexity of any BA algorithm must be at least
Ω(n). In contrast with this, our algorithm not only solves the
BA problem deterministically, but also is more efficient since
n(n−1)
< 3n/2. So even our algorithm sticks to the original
n−t
requirements of the BA problem, it is still at least 25% more
efficient than the algorithm that solves the relaxed problem.
Some of the structure of our algorithm has similarities to the
work on failure detection [15], [16], [14] and dispute control
[17], [18]
Prior work on multicast using network coding: While the
early work on fault tolerance typically relied on replication
[19] or source coding [20] as mechanisms for tolerating
packet tampering, network coding has been recently used with
significant success as a mechanism for tolerating attacks or
failures. In traditional routing algorithms, a node serving as a
router, simply forwards packets on their way to a destination.
With network coding, a node may “mix” (or code) packets
from different neighbors [21], and forward the coded packets.
This approach has been demonstrated to improve throughput,
being of particular benefit in multicast scenarios [21], [22],
[23]. The problem of multicast is related to agreement. There
has been much research on multicast with network coding in
presence of a Byzantine attacker (e.g., [24], [25], [26], [27]).
The significant difference between Byzantine agreement and
multicasting is that the multicast problem formulation assumes
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that the source of the data is always fault-free. In addition,
most of the existing work on fault-tolerant network coding
assume a link-failure model, while Byzantine agreement considers the nodes to be faulty. In fact, the unicast/multicast
problem with node-failure is an open problem in general, and
only a few small networks have been solved [28], [29].
IV. M ODELS
A. Network model
We assume a synchronous fully connected network of n
nodes, the node IDs (identifiers) are common knowledge. Every pair of nodes is connected with a pair of directed point-topoint links. We assume that all communication links are private
and that whenever a node sends a message directly to another
node, the identity of the sender is known to the recipient, but
we otherwise make no cryptographic assumptions.
We impose no constraint on the capacity of each individual
link. In other words, arbitrary number of bits can be transmitted on a link. However, our goal is to minimize the total
number of bits communicated over all links in the network.
This can be viewed as a wired network in which the cost is
the sum traffic.
B. Adversary model
We assume a strong adversary. That is, the adversary has
complete knowledge on the BA algorithm, the l-bit value the
source wants to send, and the packets being sent by every
node. The adversary can take over up to t < n/3 nodes over
the whole execution of the algorithm, possibly including the
source. These nodes are said to be faulty or compromised.
The faulty nodes can engage in any kind of deviations from
the algorithm, including sending false messages, collusion, and
crash failures.

all identified eventually and removed from the network.
In each generation, instead of sending the (n − t)c bits
of raw data to every peer individually, a linear network
coding inspired strategy is used. Essentially, the (n − t)c
bits of each generation is encoded and transmitted such
that any misbehavior by the faulty nodes will be detected
by at least one fault-free peer.
Normally, if no failure is detected, the algorithm completes
in 3 steps and achieves agreement for (n − t)c bits in every
generation. On the other hand, if failure is detected during
the execution, one more step is added. The algorithm starts
assuming no failure is yet detected.
•

A. Algorithm when no failure is yet detected
Without loss of generality, let us label the n nodes as
0, 1, 2, . . . , n−1, and let node 0 be the source. Since no failure
is yet detected initially, nothing is known about the locations
of the faulty-nodes. Our algorithm specifies what each node
should send to every other node. So if a node i transmits
nothing to node j when it should, node j detects a failure
immediately. This can be considered as node i sending a allzero message to j, and the following discussion is still valid.
a) Step 1: The source node 0 divides the (n − t)c bits
of the current generation into n − t packets of c bits, each
packet being a symbol from Galois field GF(2c ). Then node 0
encodes the n − t packets of data into 2(n − 1) coded packets,
each of which is obtained as a linear combination of the n − t
packets of data. Let us denote the n − t data packets as the
data vector
x̃ = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn−t ]
(2)
and the 2(n − 1) coded packets as

V. T HE P ROPOSED B YZANTINE AGREEMENT A LGORITHM

y1 , y2 , . . . , y2(n−1) .

The Byzantine agreement algorithm we are going to describe in this section distinguishes itself from the existing
algorithms in two ways:
• Instead of trying to reach agreement for l bits all at once,
our algorithm reaches agreement incrementally: The l
bits value is divided into generations each of which has
(n − t)c bits (the choice of integer c will be elaborated
later). To simplify the discussion, here we assume that
l is an integer multiple1 of (n − t)c on the number of
generations, and the proof and results are still correct.
A “basic” algorithm is run to achieve agreement for
every generation. If the faulty nodes misbehave in a
particular generation, the misbehavior will be detected
and some information of the locations of the faulty
nodes will be learned by all fault-free nodes. Then the
algorithm will be updated and made more efficient for
the following generations. If the faulty nodes repeatedly
keep misbehaving in multiple generations, they will be

For the correctness of the algorithm, these 2(n − 1) coded
packets (or symbols) need to be computed such that any subset
of n−t encoded packets constitutes independent linear combinations of the n − t data packets. As we know from the design
of Reed-Solomon codes, if c is chosen large enough, this linear
independence requirement can be satisfied. The weights or
coefficients used to compute the linear combinations is part
of the algorithm specification, and is assumed to be correctly
known to all nodes a priori. Due to the above independence
property, any n − t of the 2(n − 1) symbols, if they are not
tampered, can be used to (uniquely) solve for the data vector
x̃, i.e., the n − t data packets.
Source node 0 transmits 2 packets yi and yn−1+i to each
peer node i, where i = 1, . . . , n−1. The peers do not transmit
in step 1.
b) Step 2: Each peer node i sends packet yi to all other
peer nodes. So by the end of step 2, every peer node i has
received n coded packets in total: y1 , . . . , yn−1 and yn−1+i (2
packets directly from the source and n − 2 packets from the
other peers).

1 Otherwise, we only need to apply the ceiling function (⌈·⌉) on the number
of generations in determining the complexity in Section V-C.

(3)
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c) Step 3: Each fault-free peer finds the solution for each
subset of n − t packets from among the n packets received
from source and the other peers in steps 1 and 2. If the solution
to all these subsets is not unique, then the fault-free peer has
detected faulty behavior by some node in the network. We are
going to show below that the following two properties hold:
• Property 1: If source is faulty, among the packets
all fault-free peers have received, there are at least
n − t common packets. In other words, the size of the
intersection of the sets of packets the fault-free peers
have received is at least n − t.
Property 2: If source is fault-free, the packets sent by
source are said to be “correct”. Every fault-free peer
receives at least n−t correct packets, either directly from
the source or via other fault-free peers.
The proof of the following theorem shows that our algorithm
has the two properties described above.
•

Theorem 1: Misbehavior by up to t faulty nodes will either
be detected by at least one fault-free peer, or all the fault-free
peers will reach agreement correctly.
Proof: Node 0 is said to misbehave only if it sends
packets to the peers that are inconsistent – that is, all of them
are not appropriate linear combinations of an identical data
vector x̃. A peer node i is said to misbehave if it forwards
tampered (incorrect) packets other than yi to (some of) the
fault-free peers.
• Source is faulty: Since the source node 0 is faulty, there
are at least n − t fault-free peers. Let G be the set of the
fault-free peers. In this case, |G| ≥ n−t. According to the
way the peers relay their packets in step 2, each fault-free
peer sends the same yi packet to all other peers in G. As a
result, all the peers in set G will have at least |G| ≥ n − t
coded packets that are all identical (as Property 1 above).
Consider any fault-free peer, if these |G| packets have a
unique solution and it is consistent with the other packets
received by this fault-free peer, then the fault-free peer
will agree on the unique solution. If these |G| packets
do not have a unique solution, or the unique solution
is not consistent with some other packets received by
the fault-free peer, it will detect a failure. It follows that
either all fault-free peers agree on the same solution, or
at least one fault-free peer detects a failure.
•

Source is fault-free: When the source is fault-free, there
are at least n − t − 1 fault-free peers, i.e. |G| ≥ n − t − 1.
Similar to the previous case, among the packets a faultfree peer has received, at least |G| − 1 ≥ n − t − 2
are received from the other fault-free peers and must be
correct. In addition, every peer has also received 2 correct
packets from source node 0. Together, every fault-free
peers has received at least |G|+1 ≥ n − t correct packets
(as Property 2 above).
Thus every fault-free peer has received at least n − t
correct packets, which have the unique solution x̃. Thus,

Fig. 1. An example of the diagnosis graph for n = 4 and t = 1. In this
case, node 0 must be faulty.

a fault-free peer will agree on x̃ correctly if it is consistent
with the other received packets. Otherwise, it will detect
the failure. It follows that either all fault-free peers agree
on x̃ correctly, or at least one detects a failure.
In step 3, each peer broadcasts to the remaining n − 1
nodes a 1-bit notification indicating whether it has detected
a failure or not – the agreement among all n nodes on these
1-bit indicators is achieved by using an efficient traditional
Byzantine agreement algorithm (e.g. the algorithms from [11],
[13]). Since less than 1/3 of the nodes can be faulty, using this
traditional algorithm, all fault-free nodes obtain identical 1-bit
notifications from all the peers. If none of the notifications
indicates a detected failure, then each fault-free peer agrees on
the unique solution obtained above, and the current generation
is completed. However, if failure detection is indicated by any
peer, then one more step is added to the execution.
d) Step 4: When failure detection is indicated by any
peer in step 3, the fault-free peers may find different solutions
from their received packets. In order to reach an agreement for
the current generation and learn some information about the
location of the faulty nodes, an extra step is added subsequent
to the failure detection.
During step 4, every node (including the source) broadcasts
all the packets it has sent to other nodes, or received from
other nodes, during steps 1 and 2 – as with the failure
notifications in step 3, agreements on these broadcast packets
are achieved using the same traditional Byzantine agreement
algorithm. Using the information, all fault-free nodes form
identical “diagnosis graphs” as follows.
The diagnosis graph contains n vertices 0, 1, ..., n − 1,
corresponding to the n nodes in our network; there is an
undirected edge between each pair of vertices, with each edge
being labeled as g at time 0 (with g denoting “good”). The
labels may change to f (denoting “faulty”) during step 4. Once
a label changes to f , it is never changed back to g. Without
loss of generality, consider the edge between vertices X and
Y in the diagnosis graph. At each node, the label for this edge
may be set to f in four ways:
• (i) After the broadcast, all nodes obtain identical information about what every node “claims” to have sent and
received during steps 1 and 2. Then, each fault-free peer
will compare the claims by nodes X and Y about packets
sent and received on links XY and YX in steps 1 and 2.
If the two claims mismatch, then the label for edge XY
in the diagnosis graph is set to f .
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•

(ii) When X=0 (that is, X is the source), if the packets
it claims (in step 4) to have sent (in step 1) do not have
a unique solution, then edge 0Y in the diagnosis graph
is set to f for all Y̸=0.

•

(iii) If node X is a peer, and what it claims to have
received from the source is inconsistent with any one of
the packets it claims to have sent to other peers, then
edge XY in diagnosis graph is set to f for all Y̸=X.

(iv) If node X is a peer, and claims to have detected a
misbehavior in step 3, but the packets it claims to have
received in steps 1 and 2 are inconsistent with this claim,
then edge XY in diagnosis graph is set to f for all Y̸=X.
In the last three cases, all edges associated with X are set to
f . Since the broadcast content is guaranteed to be received
identically at all fault-free nodes by the traditional Byzantine
agreement algorithm, the diagnosis graph is the same at all
fault-free nodes. An example diagnosis graph for n = 4 and
t = 1 thus obtained is illustrated in Fig.1.
The following theorem states that every time a failure is
detected, the fault-free nodes will learn some new information
about the locations of the faulty nodes. In particular, every
time a failure is detected, at least one new edge attached to
the faulty nodes will be set to f after step 4.
•

Theorem 2: At least one edge will be marked as f after step
4 is performed. Every edge marked as f is associated with
at least one faulty node.
Proof: Presented in Appendix A.
Let us say that nodes i and j accuse(trust) each other if
edge ij is marked f (g) in the diagnosis graph. According to
Theorem 2, a fault-free node can only be accused by the faulty
nodes. This implies that, in a network with at most t failures,
if a node is accused by more than t other nodes, this node is
identified as faulty.
As a result, if the source node 0 is identified as faulty, the
fault-free peers can terminate the algorithm and all agree on
some default value. On the other hand, if the source node
is not identified as faulty, the packets it broadcast in step 4
must have a unique solution. So the fault-free peers agree
on this unique solution as the data packets. Then the current
generation completes.
B. Modified algorithm after failure detected
After a failure is detected, and step 4 is finished, a new
generation of (n − t)c bits of new data begins if the source
node is accused by no more than t peers. The algorithm is
modified such that no packet is scheduled between any pair
of nodes that accuse each other. So if a peer is identified as
faulty, it is isolated from the network, and no transmission is
scheduled on the links attached to it. The following description
of the modified algorithm considers only the nodes that have
not been isolated.
e) Step 1: Without loss of generality, assume that node
0 is accused by m ≤ t < n/3 peers. If node 0 is indeed fault-

free, it encodes the n − t packets of data into 2(n − 1 − m) >
n − t coded packets2 , each of which is obtained as a linear
combination of the n − t packets of data. Similar to the case
when no failure is yet detected, every subset of n − t encoded
packets consists linear independent combinations of the n − t
data packets. For convenience, we will index the two packets
node 0 sends to node i as yi and yn−1+i , the same as before.
For a node i that is accused by the source, yi and yn−1+i do
not exist.
f) Step 2: Every fault-free peer i that is trusted by the
source forwards yi to every peer j that it trusts.
g) Step 3: Every fault-free peer i that is accused by
the source node 0 only receives packets from the peers that
nodes 0 and i both trust in step 2. If node i receives at least
n − t packets, it first checks these packets for consistency, by
trying to find the unique solution of every subset of n − t
received packets in the same way as before. If these packets
are inconsistent, node i detects a failure. Otherwise node i
generates one packet zi as a linear combination of the packets
it receives from its trusted peers.
It is possible that peer i receives fewer than n − t packets in
step 2. If this is the case, the algorithm will schedule some of
the peers trusted by nodes 0 and i both to send a second packet
(namely yn−1+j ) to node i, until node i receives n − t packets
in total. There are always enough packets from the peers both
nodes 0 and i trust for this requirement to be satisfied, as
shown next. Since we are only considering the nodes that are
not isolated (accused by no more than t other nodes), node
0 is accused by at most t peers, and i is accused by node 0
and at most t − 1 peers. Thus there are at least n − 2t peers
that are trusted by both node 0 and i, and there are at least
2(n − 2t) = (n − t) + (n − 3t) > n − t packets that these
peers can send to node i (including the packet sent in step 2).
Then node i generates a packet zi as a linear combination of
the n − t packets it has received, similar to the previous case.
An example for the latter case in a 7-node network with 2
faulty nodes is shown in Fig.2. In this example, nodes 0 and
1 are faulty, and they both accuse nodes 2 and 3. As a result,
nodes 2 and 3 only receives 3 packets (y4 , y5 , y6 ) in step 2,
from nodes 4, 5 and 6. In step 3, the algorithm schedules nodes
4 and 5 to send the second packets (y10 , y11 ) to nodes 2 and
3. Then nodes 2 and 3 generate z2 , z3 from y4 , y5 , y6 , y10 , y11 ,
and send them to their trusted nodes. By the end of step 3, all
fault-free peers share n − t = 5 packets: z2 , z3 , y4 , y5 , y6 .
For the correctness of the algorithm, any subset of n − t of
the union of the y and z packets must be linearly independent.
Similar to the case of generating y packets, if c is chosen large
enough, this requirement can be satisfied. Since every peer i
accused by the source receives at least n−t packets, it can first
solve for the unique solution of these packets. If the unique
solution exists, then node i generates zi in the same way as
packet yi is generated from x̃. Otherwise, peer i detects a
failure.
2 Since m ≤ t, 2(n − 1 − m) ≥ 2(n − 1 − t) = n − t + (n − t − 2). From
t ≥ 1 and n ≥ 3t + 1, we have n − t − 2 > 0, then 2(n − 1 − m) > n − t.
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(a) Transmissions by nodes 4, 5 and 6 to nodes
2 and 3. Transmissions among nodes 4, 5 and
6 are not shown.

(b) Transmissions by nodes 2 and 3 in step 3.
By the end of step 3, all fault-free peers have
packets y4 , y5 , y6 , z2 , z3 .

Fig. 2. Examples of some peers accused by the source with n = 7 and t = 2. Nodes 0 and 1 are faulty. The dotted lines indicates pairs of nodes that
accuse each other. The boxes near the fault-free peers indicate the coded packets available at the peers by the end of step 1 and step 3, respectively.

After zi is generated, every node i accused by the source
sends zi to all the peers it trusts. Then every fault-free peer
finds the solution for each subset of n − t packets from among
the packets received from the other nodes in steps 1, 2 and 3,
and detects a failure if no unique solution is found. Then a
1-bit notification is broadcast as before. Similar to Theorem 1,
the following theorem shows that the modified algorithm here
also has the two properties described in section V-A. Hence
any further misbehavior by the faulty nodes will be detected.
Theorem 3: In the modified algorithm, further misbehavior
by the faulty nodes will either be detected by at least one
fault-free peer, or all the fault-free peers will reach agreement
correctly.
Proof: Here we also consider the cases when source node
0 is fault-free and faulty separately.
•

•

Source is faulty: Denote T and A as the set of fault-free
peers that are trusted by the source and accused by the
source, respectively. Since source is faulty, there are at
least n − t fault-free peers, i.e. |T | + |A| ≥ n − t. As
stated in Theorem 2, an edge is set to f only if at least
one node associated with this edge is faulty. This implies
that all edges connecting two fault-free nodes are always
marked as g, and two fault-free nodes will never accuse
each ∪
other. Thus, every peer i ∈ T sends yi to all peers
in T A during step∪2. Similarly, every peer i ∈ A sends
zi to all peers in T
∪ A during step 3. As a result, the
fault-free peers T A share at least |T | + |A| ≥ n − t
identical packets (as Property 1).
Similar to the argument of the first part in the proof of
Theorem 1, the fault-free peers will either all agree on
the unique solution of these |T | + |A| packets, or at least
one fault-free peer will detect a failure.
Source is fault-free: Remember that two fault-free nodes
will never accuse each other. Thus every fault-free peer
receives 2 correct packets from source node 0 in step 1.
Then in step 2, since all fault-free peers trust each other,
every fault-free peer i sends the correct packet yi to all
other fault-free peers. Then the rest of this proof is the
same as the second part of the proof of Theorem 1.

h) Step 4: If a failure is detected by a node that accuses
no more than t other nodes (otherwise this node must be faulty
and must have been isolated as stated before), step 4 is entered
and carried out as before. Similar to Theorem 2, at least one
new edge adjacent to a faulty node will be set to f in the
diagnosis graph.
If by the end of step 4 the source node 0 is accused by
more than t peers, it is identified as faulty, and the faultfree peers can terminate the algorithm and all agree on some
default value. On the other hand, if the source node is not
identified as faulty, the packets it broadcast in step 4 must
have a unique solution. So the fault-free peers agree on this
unique solution as the data packets as before. Then the current
generation completes.
C. Complexity of the proposed algorithm
We have finished describing the proposed Byzantine agreement algorithm above. Now let us study the communication
complexity of this algorithm.
1) When no failure is yet detected, excluding step 4:
• Every peer receives n packets (2 from source and
n − 2 from the other peers), so n(n − 1) packets
are transmitted in steps 1 and 2, which is n(n − 1)c
bits in total.
Each peer broadcasts 1 bit notification. Let us denote B as the bit-complexity of achieving agreement
on 1 bit. So in step 3, totally (n − 1)B bits are
transmitted.
So when no failure is yet detected, the number of
communicated bits per generation (excluding step 4) is
•

n(n − 1)c + (n − 1)B bits.

(4)

2) After failure detected, excluding step 4:
• Every peer trusted by source node 0 receives 2
packets from source and 1 packet from every peer
it trusted. So it receives no more than n packets in
steps 1, 2 and 3, which is no more than the number
of packets it receives when no failure is yet detected.
•

For every peer i accused by source node 0, let b
and p be the number of peers that both source and
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node i trust and that only node i trusts, respectively.
Node i receives max(b, n − t) packets from the
peers trusted by the source and i both, and p
packets from peers trusted only by node i (but
accused by the source), respectively. Observe that
b + p ≤ n − 2 and p ≤ t, thus node i receives at
most max(b, n − t) + p ≤ n packets in total, which
is no more than the number of packets it receives
when no failure is yet detected.
Only nodes accused by no more than t nodes need
to achieve agreement on the 1-bit notifications,
which results in no more than (n − 1)B bits being
communicated.
Now it should not be hard to see that after failures
are detected, the number of bits communicated per
generation is at most the same as the case when no
failure is yet detected, excluding step 4. So in the normal
operation (Steps 1 to 3), at most n(n − 1)c + (n − 1)B
bits are communicated in every generation.
•

3) Step 4: Every time step 4 is executed, every packet
transmitted in Steps 1 through 3 is broadcast by two
nodes: the node that sends this packet and the node that
receives this packet. According to the analysis above, no
more than n(n − 1) packets are transmitted throughout
steps 1 to 3. So in every step 4, no more than 2n(n − 1)
packets are broadcast, which results in 2n(n − 1)cB bits
being communicated.
Now we can compute an upper bound of C(l). Notice that
(n − t)c bits are being agreed on in every generation, so
there are l/(n − t)c generations in total3 . Thus in steps 1
(n−1)B l
to 3 in all generations, no more than n(n−1)
n−t l + (n−t) c bits
are communicated. Meanwhile, according to Theorem 2, ever
time step 4 is performed, at least one new edge associated
with a faulty node will be set to f in the diagnosis graph.
Since it takes t + 1 f -edges to identify a faulty node, at most
(t + 1)t step 4’s will be performed before all faulty nodes are
identified. So the total number of bits communicated in step
4’s in all generations is at most 2n(n − 1)(t + 1)tcB bits. An
upper bound on the communication complexity C(l) of the
proposed algorithm is then computed as
n(n − 1)
(n − 1)B l
l+
+ 2n(n − 1)(t + 1)tcB.
(5)
n−t
n−t c
Complexity for large l: For a large enough
√ value of l
l
(compared to n), with a suitable choice of c = 2n(n−t)(t+1)t
in Equation 5, we have
√
n(n − 1)
2n(n − 1)2 (t + 1)t
1/2
C(l) ≤
l + 2Bl
(6)
n−t
n−t
√
n(n − 1)2 (n + 3)
n(n − 1)
l + 2Bl1/2
(7)
≤
n−t
3
3 To simplify the presentation, we assume that l is an integer multiple of
(n − t)c here. For other values of l, the analysis and results are still valid by
applying the ceiling function ⌈·⌉ to the number of generations.

n(n − 1)
l + Bl1/2 Θ(n2 ).
(8)
n−t
The “≤” in Equation 7 is due to the fact that the second term
in Equation 6 is an increasing function of t and t < n/3.
Notice that deterministic BA algorithms of complexity
Θ(n2 ) are known [11], so we assume B = Θ(n2 ). Then the
complexity of our algorithm for all t < n/3 upper bounded
by
=

n(n − 1)
3
l + l1/2 Θ(n4 ) < nl + l1/2 Θ(n4 ). (9)
n−t
2
Table I lists the communication complexities for agreeing on
l bits, both for the most efficient algorithms in the literature
and for the algorithm presented in this paper. In particular,
compared with the best known algorithm in [8], our algorithm
has strictly lower complexity when l ≥ ωn6 for some constant
ω > 0. Moreover, the low complexity in [8] is achieved by
allowing a positive probability of error (fault-free nodes may
decide on different values), while our algorithm is guaranteed
to achieve agreement deterministically such that all fault-free
nodes always agree on the same (correct) value.
For a given network with size n, the per-bit communication
complexity of our algorithm is upper bounded by
C(l) ≤

n(n − 1) Θ(n4 )
n(n − 1)
+ 1/2 →
, as l → ∞. (10)
n−t
n−t
l
Thus, in the worst case, when l → ∞, the per-bit communication complexity of our algorithm, referred below as αour ,
becomes αour = n(n−1)
n−t . Note that for finite l, α(l) would
exceed αour . However, α(l) will approach αour as l becomes
large.
α(l) ≤

VI. O PTIMALITY OF OUR A LGORITHM
Authors of [8] proved that any algorithm that achieves
Byzantine agreement for l bits requires at least (n − 1)l bits to
be communicated, which implies a lower bound of the per-bit
complexity of all BA algorithms: α ≥ n − 1. Their algorithm
has communication complexity of 2nl + Θ(n3 (n + κ)) bits,
which results in per-bit communication complexity of 2n.
We will refer to this as α[8] (thus, α[8] = 2n). Hence, the
algorithm in [8] is order-optimal.
On the other hand, according to Equation 10, our algorithm
is more efficient since its worst-case per-bit complexity when
l → ∞ is αour = n(n−1)
n−t ≤ 3(n − 1)/2 < 0.75α[8] . Thus our
algorithm is at least 25% more efficient than the best known
algorithm. Moreover, since α ≥ n − 1 for any BA algorithms,
our algorithm is within a factor of 1.5 of the optimal. In fact,
we believe that our algorithm is really optimal in the sense
of minimizing α, i.e. n(n−1)
is a lower bound on the per-bit
n−t
communication complexity of the BA problem. This claim is
stated formally as the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1: In order to achieve Byzantine agreement on
l bits, at least n(n−1)
(n−t) l bits need to be communicated in the
network.
To argue this conjecture, we first prove the following
theorem
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Theorem 4: The communication complexity of the any BA
algorithm for n nodes and up to t faulty nodes is lower
n(n−1)
bounded by (n−t)(n−t−1)
El (n − t), where El (k) is a lower
bound of the communication complexity of the following
k-party equality function under the point-to-point communication model: Given k nodes each of which is assigned an
arbitrary initial value of l bits, if the k initial values are not
identical, as least one node will detect a mismatch; otherwise
none of the nodes detects mismatch.
Proof: We prove that in a network with n nodes and up
to t failures, when no failure is yet detected initially, at least
El (n − t) bits need to be communicated on links among every
subset of n − t nodes, according to the following reduction
Remember that our goal is to achieve agreement with up
to t faults (any subset of ≤ t nodes). Consider one subset
F = {f0 , . . . , ft−1 } of t nodes containing the source node
0 (f0 ) that may be faulty. The other n − t nodes are known
to be fault-free and denote the set of these nodes as G =
{g1 , . . . , gn−t }.
Given any algorithm that achieve agreement on l bits, we
construct the state machine illustrated in Fig.3. In this state
machine, for node gi , Fi = {fi,0 , . . . , fi,t−1 } is the set of
virtual nodes corresponding to F and run the same correct
code as nodes in F should run, and gi,j is the virtual node
corresponding to gj and runs the same code as node gj . The
good node gi sends identical messages to node gj and gi,j .
Each virtual source node fi,0 is given an initial value vi of
l bits. In the real network, node fj behaves to node gi as
node fi,j in the state machine. It should be easy to see that
if v1 = v2 = · · · = vn−t the nodes in F are actually not
misbehaving.
Let us assume that all the nodes in G know that nodes
in F behave in the way described above. Observe that the
behavior Fi and gi,j is fully determined by vi and the messages
node gi sends. So if gi knows the value of vi , it can emulate
the behavior of Fi and gi,j . Now we can use any Byzantine
agreement algorithm for n node and up to t failures to solve
the multiparty equality function problem of n − t nodes:
Let each node i = 1, . . . , n − t run the same code as node
gi , and emulate Fi with the initial value vi . If v1 = v2 =
· · · = vn−t , it is as if F is not misbehaving in the original
n-node network. Then the agreed value v must equal to vi
for all i, and none of the n − t nodes detects a mismatch. On
the other hand, if the n − t initial values are not identical,
the agreed value v must be different from at least one initial
value vi . Then node i will detect the mismatch. Now, by the
definition of El (n − t), it is impossible to check whether all
initial values are identical with fewer than El (n−t) bits being
communicated. This means that any BA algorithm must have
at least El (n − t) bits communicated on links between nodes
in G.
Since the location of the faulty peers are unknown a priori,
so at least El (n − t) bits must be assigned for every subset of
n−t peers. For the subsets containing the source and n−t−1
peers, a similar reduction can be applied and leads to the same
result.

Fig. 3.

State machine for |G| = 3.

Now we have shown that El (n − t) bits are necessary for
every subset of n−t nodes in the(network
) in order to solve the
n
subsets of n − t nodes,
BA problem. If we (sum)over all n−t
n
the summation is n−t
(n − t − 1)l bits, while each links
( n−2 )
is counted n−t−2
times. Then we compute the following
lower bound on the communication complexity for any BA
algorithm:
( n )
n−t El (n − t)
( n−2 )
(11)
C(l) ≥
n−t−2

=

n(n − 1)
El (n − t).
(n − t)(n − t − 1)

(12)

So what is El (k)? We conjecture that
Conjecture 2: Under the point-to-point communication
model, El (k) ≥ (k − 1)l.
Argument of Conjecture 2: It is easily shown to be true
when l = 1. Since we assume 1 bit as the smallest unit of
data, if two nodes communicate with each other, at least 1
bit is transmitted on one of the two links connecting the two
nodes. We call such a pair of nodes connected. It should not be
hard to see that just to check if all k initial bits are identical,
the network must be connected. And it is well-known from
graph theory, that to connect k nodes, at least k − 1 links are
needed. Thus, at least k − 1 bits are necessary just to check
initial values of 1 bit among k nodes. Intuitively, every bit of
the l-bit initial value is independent. So the checking result of
a particular bit is independent of the results of the other bits.
This implies that every bit needs to be checked individually.
For each bit, we need to form a connected graph using at least
k − 1 bits. Thus, to check l bits, (k − 1)l bits are needed.
Although the above intuition sounds reasonable, the formal
proof is much more intriguing (consider that the bits a nodes
sends can be any arbitrary function of its own initial value and
the bits it receives). It is actually a multiparty communication
complexity problem [7], [30]. By the fooling-set argument
from [7], it is easy to show that every nodes must communicates (send and receive) at least l bits. This gives us a lower
bound of kl/2 bits. However, this lower bound is obviously
not tight for k ≥ 3 since we have shown that for l = 1, it
requires at least k − 1 > k/2 bits.
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We are unaware of a past tight lower bound for the communication complexity of the multiparty equality function under
the point-to-point communication model.
If Conjecture 2 is proved to be true, then according to
Theorem 4, Conjecture 1 is true too. Then for a network of
size n with up to t faults, the communication complexity of
any Byzantine agreement algorithm is at least n(n−1)
n−t l, which
n(n−1)
results in α(l) ≥ n−t . Thus, our algorithm is optimal in
the sense of approaching the lower bound of α with large l.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a highly efficient algorithm
that solves the Byzantine agreement problem deterministically
on values of length l > 1 bits. This algorithm uses error
detecting network codes to ensure that fault-free nodes will
never disagree, and routing scheme that is adaptive to the
result of error detection. Our algorithm has communication
1/2
complexity of n(n−1)
Θ(n4 ), which leads to a linear
n−t l + l
n(n−1)
cost n−t per-bit agreed upon for large enough value of
l, and overcomes the quadratic lower bound Ω(n2 ) in [12].
Such linear per-bit complexity has only been achieved in the
literature by allowing a positive probability of error. Our algorithm achieves the linear per-bit complexity while achieving
agreement correctly deterministically in all possible cases. In
addition, our algorithm has the lowest per-bit communication
complexity among all known BA algorithms, including those
that reaches agreement probabilistically. In fact, we believe
that our algorithm achieves the lowest per-bit communication
complexity among all algorithms that solves the BA problem.
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A PPENDIX
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
Proof: Suppose to the contrary that after step 4, no edge
is marked as f . This implies that the packets the source
node broadcasts in step 4 have an unique solution. Moreover,
these packets are also consistent with the packets each peer
broadcasts in step 4. As a result, the packets each peer
broadcasts must have the same unique solution.
Recall that the broadcast in step 4 is performed only after
some peer claims to have detected a failure. As a result, if
the peer that claims to have detected a failure is fault-free, the
packets it broadcasts in step 4 cannot have an unique solution;
on the other hand, if this peer is faulty, what it broadcasts in
step 4 contradicts with the 1-bit notification it issues in step
3. In either way, it leads to a contradiction. So at least one
edge will be marked as f after step 4.
In addition, it is easy to see that an edge between two faultfree nodes will never be marked as f , since the packets broadcast by two fault-free nodes in step 4 will never mismatch. This
completes the proof of Theorem 2.

